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1 Introduction 
There is a growing scientific interest toward the design and engineering of nonlinear acoustic and 
mechanical metamaterials with tunable properties and advanced functionalities that are not found in 
conventional materials [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Seismic metamaterials are peculiar; they protect buildings and 
infrastructures from seismic waves, either by creating a shadow zone around the structure to be protected 
[8, 9, 10, 11] or by applying seismic isolation devices based on lattice metamaterials at the foundation level 
[12, 13]. Nonlinear metamaterials are progressively emerging as structured materials that can tune their 
responses to the level of the applied stress/strain or the amplitude of traveling waves [3, 14, 15, 16, 17]. 
Particularly interesting is the class of nonlinear metamaterials with tensegrity architecture: their 
mechanical behavior can be effectively adjusted by acting on internal and external prestress [18, 19, 20, 
21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29], as well as the usual controls of geometry, topology, and mechanical 
properties of the members [30]. 
Dissipative bracing systems provide effective tools to passively dissipate energy in structures that are 
subject to severe earthquakes [31, 32, 33]. Such systems behave as nonlinear springs, interacting with the 
structure, and are able to dissipate energy in the form of inelastic deformation, typically under alternate 
tension/compression loading. The current technology is mainly based on the use of steel elements that 
yield when subjected to significant relative displacements or friction mechanism. Two major limitations of 
these devices are the need for replacement after yielding occurs as well as the bulky dimensions needed 
to prevent buckling. It should also be considered that the dissipation offered by structural braces is 
proportional to the interstory drifts of the braced buildings [34], 
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which can be relatively low (of the order of magnitude of 1-2 % of the interstory height, or lower) [35, 36]. 
To mitigate against these drawbacks, the use of displacement amplification dampers and superelastic 
Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) elements within bracing systems have been intensively investigated in recent 
years [37, 32, 33, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. 
The present paper deals with an unprecedented use of a a tensegrity structure equipped with SMA 
cables as an anti-seismic bracing system (hereafter referred to as, ‘SMAD brace’). It consists of a D-bar 
system [18], i.e., a planar tensegrity structure composed of four bars forming a rhombus, which is internally 
stabilized through the insertion of two perpendicular SMA cables (or strings). Recently, D-bar systems have 
been recently actively investigated as effective absorption devices [46], due to their unique ability to 
combine a lightweight design with marked energy storage within the strings. The SMAD brace studied here 
is able to markedly amplify the applied longitudinal displacement in the transverse direction due to its 
geometric nonlinearities, allowing the transverse SMA cable to experience marked axial strain. The 
structure is thus able to dissipate a large amount of energy through its superelastic response, without 
suffering appreciable permanent deformations [47]. The remarkable displacement amplification property 
of the SMAD brace is magnified when the system assumes a compact and tapered shape, which is 
particularly convenient for the design of noninvasive bracing systems. Its geometry almost coincides with 
that of the scissor-jack damper studied in [37], the difference being that the SMAD brace includes a 
longitudinal SMA string (not present in the scissor-jack damper) and replaces the viscous damper with an 
SMA cable. Given the proper design, the displacement amplification property of the SMAD device can easily 
surpass that exhibited by the more conventional diagonal-, chrevron-, and toggle-brace dampers used in 
the seismic design of buildings. It can be profitably employed to form novel seismic metamaterials that 
exhibit an unconventional mechanical response that is mainly derived from the geometry of their internal 
structure [2, 3]. The illustration of the mechanics of the SMAD brace is given in Section 2, while its 
application for the reinforcement of anti-seismic structures is presented in Section 3. This section also 
includes a comparative study between the superelastic energy dissipation capacities of different SMAD 
bracing systems under seismic loading and the viscous energy dissipation capacity of a scissor-jack damper 
[37]. The use of SMAD braces as building blocks for novel seismic metamaterials with tensegrity 
architecture is outlined in Section 4. The main conclusions of the present study and suggestions for future 
work are presented in Section 5. 
2 Mechanical modeling of SMAD braces 
Let us consider the SMAD brace illustrated in Fig. 1, which depicts the reference configuration of such a 
structure under zero external force (solid lines), and its deformed shape under the action of a vertical force 
P applied to the top vertex (dashed lines). We assume that the top vertex is constrained by a vertical roller, 
while the bottom vertex is constrained by a fixed hinge. The following sections illustrate the adopted 
mechanical model of the SMAD brace (Sect. 2.1), and the associated constitutive equations of the SMA 
wires (Sect. 2.2). 
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2.1 Members forces, mass reduction and displacement amplification properties 
Throughout the paper, we admit that the SMAD brace is under a zero state of self-stress in the reference 
configuration, which we identify with the placement of the structure under the action of a zero external 
force P. Such state of prestress, whose study is beyond the scope of the present work, would follow, e.g., 
from a balanced pretension of the SMA cables [18]. Due to the symmetry of the SMAD brace and the 
examined loading condition, it is easy to recognize that all the bars of such a structure carry an equal axial 
force N, which we assume positive in compression. The longitudinal string instead carries a vertical tensile 
force Y , while the transverse string carries a horizontal tensile force X. By solving the equilibrium equations 
of the top and the side nodes in the deformed configuration, we obtain the following expressions of the 
members forces in equilibrium conditions (Fig. 1) 
 N = X/cos θ,ˆ P = 2 N sin θˆ − Y = X tan θˆ− Y (1) 
where θˆdenotes the angle formed by the bars and the horizontal string in the deformed configuration (we 
let θ denote the same angle in the reference configuration, cf. Fig. 1). 
 
Figure 1. Illustration of the reference (solid lines) and deformed (dashed lines) configurations of the SMAD brace. 
It is instructive to compare the buckling response of the SMAD brace with that of a straight beam with 
length 2h, which is made out of the same material. Upon designing such structures so that they exhibit the 
same buckling load, and assuming that the strings go slack in compression, it is not difficult to show that 
the mass m1 of the SMAD brace relates to the mass m0 of the straight 
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beam through the following relation (cf. [18], Par. 3.3) 
  (2) 
This formula returns a m1/m0 ratio smaller than one when it results θ > 60.5 degrees, and one notices that 
it results m1/m0 ≈ 0.73 when θ = 80 degrees (Fig. 2)). Such a remarkable result proves that a SMAD brace 
with tapered profile (  degrees) exhibits a significantly greater buckling load, as compared to a 
straight beam of equal mass. 
Lets now assume that, during any arbitrary transformation of the structure, the bars behave as rigid 
bodies, i.e., it results 
  const (3) 
where b denotes the length of the bars, and u and v denote the longitudinal and the transverse 
displacements of the structure (cf. Fig. 1). Such an assumption is commonly accepted when dealing with 
tensegrity structures such that the axial stiffness of the bars is markedly greater than that of the strings 
(see, e.g., [18]). Eqn. (3) can be used to relate the transverse displacement u to the longitudinal 
displacement v. Upon parameterizing the displacement v by the bar length b, so that it results v = β b, it is 
not difficult to show that Eqn. (3) admits the following (feasible) solution 
  (4) 
In the limiting case with β → 0, which corresponds to assuming infinitesimal displacements from the 
reference configuration, it is easily shown that Eqn. (4) predicts u/v = tanθ. Fig. 2 illustrates the variation 
of u/v with θ for different values of β. 
 
Figure 2. Mass reduction and displacement amplification factors of the SMAD brace. 
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Referring to the small displacement regime, the results in Fig. 2 highlight that the u/v ratio tends to infinity 
as θ approaches 90 degrees, and one observes that it results u/v = 5.67 already for θ = 80 degrees. Upon 
setting β = 0.01 and θ = 80 degrees, one instead gets a slightly lower value of the u/v ratio, which is 
nevertheless again significantly large (u/v = 5.26). 
2.2 Constitutive response of the SMA cables 
The constitutive response of SMAs shows a high level of complexity, being closely connected with the 
austenitic (A) - martensitic (M) phase transformations occurring within the material, and the 
thermodynamics underlying such processes (refer, e.g., to [47, 48, 49, 50] and references therein). The 
present work describes the superelastic response of the Nickel-Titanium (NiTi) cables forming the SMAD 
brace through an internal variable model with explicit phase transformation kinetics. Use is made of the 
Tanaka model [47], which proved to lead to accurate results when modeling one-dimensional elements in 
structural engineering applications [51, 52]. The adopted constitutive law for the stress σ acting in the 
generic cable is the following 
 σ = [ξEM + (1 − ξ)EA](ε − εLξ) + Θ(T − T0) (5) 
where ε is the axial strain; εL is the maximum transformation strain; ξ is the internal variable describing the 
martensite fraction of the material; EA and EM are the austenitic and martensitic elastic moduli, 
respectively; T is the cable temperature; Θ is the thermal coefficient of expansion; and T0 is the 
temperature at which the thermal strain is zero (see, e.g., [51] for a detailed illustration of the present 
model). The evolution laws for the direct (A)→(M) and the inverse (M)→(A) phase transformations are 
written as follows 
 ξAM = 1 − exp[aM(Ms − T) + bMσ], ξMA = exp[aA(As − T) + bAσ] (6) 
Said As, Af, Ms and Mf the austenite start temperature, austenite finish temperature, martensite start 
temperature, and martensite finish temperature, respectively, the constants aA, bA, aM, and bM appearing 
in Eqn. (6) are computed through 
  (M → A) (7) 
CA and CM denoting the Clausius-Clapeyron coefficients measuring the slope of the stress-temperature plot at 
characteristic temperatures [51]. While the quasi-static loading of a SMA cable can be approximated as a 
nearly isothermal process, the fast dynamic cycling that occurs, e.g., during seismic excitations needs to be 
modeled by adding a heat transfer equation to the mechanical and kinetic transformation laws given above. 
By making use of the model of convection heat transfer from surfaces presented in [53], we write 
  with T(0) = Tf (8) 
where V is the volume of the cable: A is the area of the lateral surface; % is the material density; h is the 
heat transfer coefficient, and qgen is the power generated per unit volume, which is computed as follows 
 
                                                    (9) 
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The first term on the rhs of Eqn. (9) is related to the time derivative of the martensite fraction ξ, assuming 
constant latent heat cL. The second term is the time derivative of the energy W dissipated within the 
material due to the hysteretic stress-strain response of the cable (internal friction). 
2.2.1 Experimental validation 
We conducted an experimental validation of the constitutive model illustrated in the previous section by 
performing tensile tests on a NiTi wire with 0.406 mm diameter through a Zwick/Roell Z050 electro-
mechanical testing machine. Such tests were performed in quasi-static loading conditions at the ambient 
temperature of 20◦ C, using a strain rate of 2.5×10−5 s−1. After applying 20 loading-unloading 
preconditioning cycles, the tested wire was subject to tensile tests up to different maximum axial strains 
εmax, ranging from 2% to 6%. These tests were numerically simulated using the constitutive parameters 
illustrated in Tab. 1. Figure 3 shows a comparison between the experimental results and the numerical 
simulations of the tensile tests, which highlights a good theory vs. experiment matching. It is worth noting 
that very small residual strains are experimentally observed at unloading (not greater than 0.03 εmax). The 
latter are neglected by the constitutive model presented in the previous section, due to their minor 
relevance. 
Table 1. Constitutive parameters of the adopted SMA model. 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
EA 35 GPa Ms -45 0C 
EM 20 GPa Mf -65 0C 
Θ 0.38 MPa 0C−1 As 5 0C 
εL 5.0 % Af 10 0C 
CM 6.5 MPa 0C−1 c 550 J kg−1 0C−1 
CA 6.5 MPa 0C−1 cL 12914 J kg−1 
% 6.5 g/cm3 
 
h 
35 W m−2 0C−1 
 
Figure 3. Comparison between the results of tensile tests on a NiTi wire and numerical simulations using the material constants in Tab. 
1. 
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3 Use of SMAD braces in anti-seismic structures 
Let us refer to the frame structure illustrated in Fig. 4, which is equipped with hinged beamto-column and 
column-to-foundation connections. The frame is seismically reinforced through the insertion of two 
symmetric SMAD braces, which allow the structure to resist horizontal loads F produced by seismic 
movements of the foundation. When the force F is directed as in Fig. 4, the right SMAD brace is loaded by 
a compressive force P1, while the left brace is loaded by a tensile force P1. We denote the horizontal 
displacement of the frame by uf, and the insertion angles of the SMAD braces by ψ (Fig. 4). The geometric 
compatibility between the frame and the brace 
requires 
 
where δ = uf/H denotes the drift ratio of the frame. Making use of Eqns. (10) into Eq. (3), we finally get the 
following expression of the lateral amplification factor u/uF of the SMAD brace 
 
 
Figure 4. Frame structure strengthened with symmetric SMAD braces. 
It is easy to verify that Eq. (11) reduces to f = cosψ tanθ in the small displacement regime (δ → 0). One 
also notes that large values of ψ (i.e., ψ → π/2) reduce the displacement amplification factor given by Eq. 
(3). Fig. 5 graphically illustrates the predictions of Eqn. (11) for different values of ψ and θ, assuming δ = 
1%. Such value of the drift ratio corresponds to an average value of the thresholds dictated by the 
international standards for the seismic design of buildings, in order to avoid structural collapse (refer, e.g., 
to Eurocode 8 [54]). 
Let us now compare the values of f predicted by Eq. (11) with the displacement amplification factors 
offered by devices that make use of commercial viscous dampers. Referring to the benchmark examples 
presented in [37], we note that f assumes values equal to 0.80, 1.00, 2.16, 3.19 and 2.51 for diagonal, 
chevron, scissor-jack, upper toggle and reverse toggles dampers, respectively (see Fig. 1 of Ref. [37] for a 
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graphical illustration of such devices). We already remarked that the SMAD brace has the same geometry 
of the scissor-jack damper, even if it makes use of the superasticty of SMA cables instead of viscous effects 
to dissipate energy. The results shown in Fig. 5 highlight that it possible to achieve values of f equal to 3 or 
larger, through an accurate design of the aspect angles ψ and θ of the SMAD brace. For a given value of ψ, 
which may be dictated by architectural or technical needs, one can suitably taper the SMAD brace by 
increasing θ up to values close to 90 degrees. This is possible thanks to the use of SMA cables in the SMAD 
brace, as opposed to the case of the scissor-jack device [37], where the transverse dimension l needs to be 
large enough in order to accommodate a viscous damper within the brace. The insets plots in Fig. 5 provide 
examples of geometric designs of the SMAD brace that lead to achieve f = 3, for δ = 1%. The achievement 
of larger values of f is also possible (cf. Fig. 5). Using Eqn. (11) and again assuming δ = 1%, we observe, e.g., 
that a displacement amplification factor f = 5 is obtained when using the following couples of values of the 
SMAD aspect angles: (ψ = 45 deg, θ = 83 deg); (ψ = 60 deg, θ = 85 deg); (ψ = 70 deg, θ = 87 deg). 
 
Figure 5. Lateral displacement amplification ratio of the SMAD brace for δ =1% and different values of the aspect angles ψ and θ. 
In order to evaluate the energy dissipation capacity of real-life implementations of SMAD braces, we 
hereafter examine the reinforcement of the model frame structure analyzed in [37], which was tested on 
an earthquake simulator at the University of Buffalo. The analyzed frame exhibits bay length L = 2540 mm, 
height H = 1927 mm, a steel wide flange beam W8×21, and wide flange columns W8×24. Such a structure 
was strengthened with a scissor-jack damper (SJD) in [37], which was preferred to diagonal, chevron, upper 
toggle and reverse toggles dampers due to its enhanced displacement magnification property and easy of 
implementation. The SJD device analyzed in [37] features aspect angles ψ = 70 deg and θ = 81 deg (notice 
that Ref. [37] labels θ the complementary of the aspect angle θ introduced in the present work). It is framed 
by square hollow section profiles TS 2×2×1/4”. The fluid viscous damper has 273 mm length, diameter of 
44.5 mm, stroke of ±28.6 mm, and is described by the response law X = Cu˙α, with C = 137.3 N (s/mm)α, 
and α = 0.76 (we refer the reader to Ref. [37] for further technical details about the structure under 
examination). While the frame experimentally studied in [37] features coupled simply-rigid beam-to-
column connections, our SMAD design assumes all simply connected connections, in agreement with the 
schematic shown in Fig. 4. We account for several geometric designs of the two SMAD braces, making use 
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of the TS 2×2×1/4’ profiles of the scissor-jack design for the bars, and a transverse cable consisting of a 
SMA strand formed by 12+6+1 wires [55], each of which has 2 mm diameter. The use of two symmetric 
SMAD braces without longitudinal cables allows us to obtain a symmetric lateral force F vs. lateral 
displacement uf response of the frame, which engages only the right brace for rightward directed forces F, 
and the only the left brace for leftward directed forces F. Such a design leads us to easily predict the 
response of the frame to lateral forces, which is ruled by the transverse SMA cables. It can be easily 
generalized to include longitudinal SMA cables within the D-bar units, whose presence will cause both the 
braces to be engaged, under arbitrarily directed forces F. 
Fig. 6 displays the X vs. u responses of different SMAD bracing reinforcements of the frame model under 
consideration, which were obtained by making use of the constitutive parameters described in Tab. 1. The 
SMAD responses are compared with the experimental response reported in [37] for the SJD. The latter 
refers to the third cycle of a displacement loading at the frequency of 4 Hz. Our mechanical modeling of 
the SMAD response assumes cycling loading with the achievement of a maximum lateral displacement uF 
= 6 mm (as in Fig.8 of [37]). The transverse force-displacement laws of the SMAD systems reported in Fig. 
6 exhibit the characteristic flagshaped hysteretic response that is reported in the literature for SMA cables 
[47, 48, 49, 50, 51]. One observes that the examined SMAD braces develop maximum forces more than 
three times larger than the maximum force exhibited by the SJD (≈ 7.7 kN). The highest cable force X is 
observed in the SMAD brace featuring (ψ = 80 deg. θ = 85 deg), which is equal to 33 kN. On considering 
that it results N = X/cosθˆ (cf. Eqn. (1)), we predict a peak force in the struts equal to 378 kN. Since the 
corresponding buckling load Ncr amounts to 666 kN, we are led conclude that such a structure structure 
exhibit a rather high safety factor against buckling of the struts (Nmax/Ncr = 0.57), as well as all the other 
SMAD braces examined in Fig. 6. We wish to remark that the length l of the SMA strand in the (ψ = 80 deg. 
θ = 85 deg) design is equal to 171 mm, i.e. 0.63 times the length of the damper employed in the scissor-
jack brace (273 mm). 
The energies dissipated by the (ψ = 80 deg. θ = 85 deg), (ψ = 70 deg. θ = 82.5 deg), and (ψ = 70 deg. θ 
= 80 deg) SMAD braces, through superelastic response, are 33 %, 68%, and 2% greater than the energy 
dissipated by the SJD (Fig. 6). We remark the dramatical increase of the dissipated energy offered by the 
(ψ = 70 deg. θ = 82.5 deg) SMAD braces, over the SJD, by noting that such a bracing system exhibits 
geometry very similar to the examined scissor-jack device (ψ = 70 deg. θ = 81 deg) [37]. It is also worth to 
mention the remarkable energy dissipation gain that is obtained through the extremely compact SMAD 
braces with (ψ = 80 deg. θ = 85 deg), always comparing the energy performance of the SMAD braces with 
that of the SJD. 
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Figure 6. Force-displacement responses of several bracing systems reinforcing a model frame [37]. 
4 Seismic metamaterials using SMAD building blocks 
The currently accepted definition of seismic metamaterials refers to discrete structures forming shields 
that protect buildings from seismic waves, or lattice structures serving as unconventional seismic isolation 
devices [12, 13]. We here propose structural uses of SMAD braces that allows us to stretch such a definition, 
with the aim of including bracing systems which make use of SMAD building blocks, and exhibit 
displacement amplification capacity and energy dissipation properties surpassing those of conventional 
anti-seismic braces. Fig. 7 illustrates a parade of tensegrity braces which tessellate SMAD units, and are 
inserted within the bays of seismically resistant frame structures. Making use of fractal geometry concepts, 
such systems can be designed through selfsimilar divisions of the basic module, in order to enhance the 
energy dissipation capacity, as well as the buckling resistance of the bracing system [18]. The buckling of 
the units can be also prevented through internal pre-tension of the braces via internal self-stress, and 
contrasting them against the elements of the served structure (external pre-tension). Such extremely 
lightweight and noninvasive bracing systems will be easily inserted around window frames or holes, or 
assembled as self-contained architectural components (e.g., window frames) to be used in retrofit and 
upgrade interventions. Since SMA cables are not affected by relevant permanent deformations under cyclic 
loading, the SMAD metamaterials will also exhibit a convenient re-centering ability after earthquakes [32, 
33]. 
5 Concluding remarks 
We have presented a novel use of tensegrity systems to form superelastic braces for seismically resistant 
structures, which are aimed at preventing or minimizing structural damage during seismic excitations. The 
analyzed bracing devices consist of D-bar structures equipped with SMA cables, 
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Figure 7. Tensegrity braces built out of SMAD units. 
which exhibit extreme displacement amplification properties. Likewise, they have a lightweight design to 
mitigate against buckling, high energy dissipation capacity, and strong re-centering ability. The maximum 
performances of the SMAD brace in terms of displacement magnification are achieved when using a 
tapered profile of the structure, which is convenient for concealing the brace for architectural purposes 
(Sections 2-3). We have also shown that a suitable design of SMAD braces gives rise to an energy dissipation 
capacity that markedly surpasses that offered by more conventional bracing systems based on fluid viscous 
dampers (Section 3). The main advantages of SMAD braces over viscous dampers derive from the use of 
SMA cables in place of more widespread dissipation devices, the increase of the buckling resistance with 
the tapering of the structure, their re-centering capacity, and their displacement amplification properties 
being based on the geometry of the system rather than the chemical nature of the material. The latter 
feature suggests that SMAD braces can be used as building blocks for novel seismic metamaterials (see 
Section 4), and as part of additive manufacturing techniques used to construct the physical models of these 
systems [56, 57, 58, 59]. It is also worth observing that SMAD braces are less exposed to reductions in 
displacement magnification due to dynamic loading [37]. This is due to the non-viscous nature of the energy 
dissipated by the SMA cables. Similarly, it should be mentioned that fluid viscous dampers can be subject 
to fluid leakage [60], which does not affect SMAD braces. 
Future directions for the present research are manifold. An initial extension is to investigate the effects 
produced by internal and external states of prestress on the mechanics of SMAD braces. These effects are 
expected to symmetrize the structure‘s response under reverse loading and to engage both the 
longitudinal and the transverse cables under arbitrarily directed lateral forces. A second line of future 
research regards the development of seismic metamaterials tessellating SMAD units over one or multiple 
directions in space, with recourse to self-similar design approaches (Section 4). The experimental 
verification of the response of SMAD braces under seismic loading also requires attention. We plan to carry 
out this work using a comparative analysis that matches the response 
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of SMAD braces with that of more conventional bracing systems, using fast dynamic loading and full-scale 
or reduced-scale physical models. 
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